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In modern times the continued existence and

popularity of the .45 ACP revolver can be linked
directly to its full-moon-clip method of operation.
The great advantage to the .45 ACP revolver over
other round guns is that with conventional speed-
loaders you have to align and insert rounds, then
after insertion on most designs there’s a little button
you have push or a little knob you have to turn.
The Safariland Comp III (available only for Smith &
Wesson K- and L-frames) is springloaded so the
rounds will automatically drop when you push the
loader home, but you still have to get rid of the
loader afterwards. With a full moon clip, by con-
trast, you just stuff the entire thing into the gun –
which saves you one or two movements. A moon
gun can be reloaded faster and more easily than
any other type of revolver.

That’s the good – now comes the bad. The
curse of .45 ACP revolver shooters has always
been inserting loaded rounds into (and especially
removing empty casings from) the moon clips.
Actually, getting them in isn’t really all that bad;
they’ll snap into place though with a fair amount
of force necessary. Getting them out is whole
other matter. When you’ve got six empty shell
casings in a full moon clip, things get immensely
harder. It’s more difficult to pry the casings out
than wedge them in, and the casings themselves,
with their sharp mouths now exposed, are very
uncomfortable to bear down on, and quite prone
to ripping shooters’ flesh and fingernails as they
torque on the casings.

The solution is the Demooner and Remooner
from California Competition Works. Really, if you
love .45 ACP revolvers you can’t afford to be with-
out these things. They allow removing (Demooner)
and inserting (Remooner) casings and rounds
respectively, two at a time, easily and painlessly.

Let’s address the Demooner first. This is a
device consisting of two long handles built around
a stud onto which a full moon clip may be fitted.
Install a full moon clip with empties, mouth down,
onto the stud and align the casings on either side
of the clip with the opposing “jaws” of the
Demooner. When you press down on the handles
the jaws open and two empties pop easily out of
the clip. Rotate the clip until you’ve aligned the
next two empties, pop them out. One more time
and, with only three operations of the handle, in
seconds you’ve got an empty full moon clip and all
your skin still attached to your hands, all your fin-
gernails still in one piece, and all your blood still
inside your body.

The Remooner looks kind of like a plastic sea
anemone, or maybe a miniature something-out-of-
the-space-program. Insert six rounds of loaded .45
ACP into the Remooner and an empty full moon
clip in the center. Theoretically you should be able
to press on all six loading handles at once and
insert six rounds at a time. In practice I find it
works best to operate two loading rods at a time on
opposite sides of the unit, then move on to the next
two, and so on, kind of like the Demooner, with
minor realignment of the remaining rounds’
heights, or the position of the clip on the stud, nec-
essary to align the clip with the extractor grooves.

The amount of time, pain, skin and blood the
Demooner and Remooner have saved .45 ACP
revolver shooters over the years is so large that
only the fact California Competition Works charges
money for their products stops me from classing
their bringing them into existence as an act of
spontaneous generosity. California Competition
Works does not sell directly to the consumer. There
are only two vendors through which you can buy
these very, very useful products. One of them sent
you the catalog you hold in your hands. DP
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